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electro-pop/rock project. It is quite a particular, but with some elements of Madonna, Depeche Mode, Pet

Shop Boys and Jay-Jay Johanson. 10 MP3 Songs POP: with Electronic Production, POP: Power Pop

Details: Dmitri Northman is 25 year-old singer-songwriter with a lot of experience in different music styles,

but mainly in electro-pop and pop-rock genres. He started writing his first melodies even at the age of 5,

however it took him 10 years more to compose full-fledged works with lyrics and arrangements. So in

2000 Dmitri wrote a hymn for his province, then at the same year hooked up pop-rock male duo "Arctic

Balloonists" performing original songs and touring over the area. In 2002 he moved to Moscow to take

part in a couple of musical projects as a producer and songwriter, working as a model in different fashion

shows at the same time. A bit later he got down to his own singer-songwriter project. As a result there

were more than 50 songs written. Some of these tracks were airplayed/broadcasted on different radio

stations all over the world. Thus, one of the songs titled "Screenplay" has taken the second position in

"World Independent Music" charts on Ison Live Radio (Australia) for two months, another track - "I Wanna

Believe" was announced as "The recommended song of December" and included into anniversary

program of Yellow Beat Radio (Japan). In April 2004 Dmitri got his first offer of the record deal from Jet

Speed Records (Hollywood, CA, USA). At present the artist successfully sells his CD's and tracks in

numerous Internet on-line CD stores as well as keeps on touring over the area at clubs and other venues.

In addition, Dmitri got Ph.D. academic degree in political science not so far and going to have a book

published: "Exploitation of Music in Contemporary Politics", that explores all the possible ways of using

music in political PR and election campaigns.
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